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Abstrat This paper desribes the main aspets of a model dediated to the us-tomization of relationships between lasses in objet-oriented languages. Theaims of this model is to generalize and ontrol the kinds of relationships be-tween lasses, suh as inheritane and omposition, and thus to o�er the abilityto speify new relationships like generalization, ode reuse, versioning, . . . Thethree main entities of the model are presented: link, desription and language,and the ustomization aspets are desribed. Eah onept inludes a set ofparameters used by the algorithms (ations) of the model. An example of linkimplementation is proposed: the extension of the Java language with a linkfor ode reuse, �rst by using two well-known methods, then by de�ning an adho link spei�ed thanks to the model.Keywords Objet-Oriented Programming, Links between Classes, Customization,Software Engineering, Inheritane, Composition, Aggregation, Code Reuse,Java
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Customization of Links between Classes1 IntrodutionThe problematis of our study is set in the framework of objet-oriented languages[MAS 89, DUC 98℄ providing notions of lass and inheritane, espeially in the per-spetive of software engineering. In these languages, it is frequent to use the inheri-tane mehanism that is provided in order to implement di�erent kinds of links. Forinstane, people do not hesitate to use inheritane to implement a strit sub-typingas well as a basi soure ode reuse operation [MEY 97℄. This range in the use ofinheritane demonstrates the very wide interest of this mehanism but also showsa straightforward default : it is very di�ult for a programmer to speify what isthe use he wishes to make of this mehanism, inluding all the onsequenes thatit may imply aording to ontrol, readability, doumentation, maintainability andthe evolution of programs. Our approah will allow us to look into an improvementof inheritane expressiveness by providing ustomization parameters for this meh-anism to programmers, and by proposing ombinations of these parameters for themost ommon ases of uses.This motivation goes beyond the framework of programming and reahes the oneof design. Atually, there is a gap, and it sometimes tends to inrease itself, withthe auray and the semantis rihness desribed in the last steps of the designand the apability provided by the programming languages to their expressiveness.Suh reoniliation and bringing loser proess are also what we promote, keeping inmind that this may be possible only through an open system. It allows us to speifythe wished behavior. It also allows to remain ompatible with what already existsand with the other extensions.In the forthoming part of the paper, setion 2 presents the three basi entities ofthe ore model (links, desriptions and languages). Setion 3 mentions an essentialaspet (parameters and ations) and takles topis suh as the ustomization leveland link omposition. And then, setion 4 desribes an example of new importlink additions (reuse of ode) in Java [CLA 97, GOL 98, ARN 98℄. Finally, the lastsetion onludes and proposes some perspetives for the evolution of this work.2 Basi entities of the modelIn order to reah the objetives desribed in the introdution, we propose a model[CHI 96, CHI 97, CHI 99a, CHI 99b, CHI 99℄ whih desribes the main oneptsand semantis of objet-oriented languages based on lasses. This proposal re-lies on three basi foundations: links (suh as aggregation2 and inheritane), de-sriptions and languages3. Our ambition is two-fold, on one hand, to be generalenough to be able to desribe the onepts of desription and link of industrialobjet-oriented languages based on lasses (Java [CLA 97, GOL 98, ARN 98℄, C++[COP 92, CHI 95, STR 97℄, Ei�el [MEY 94℄, . . . ); on the other hand, to allow peo-2We name aggregation the lient-supplier relationships whih most of the time are de�nedthrough an attribute (with referening). This link is also alled lient relationship in the Ei�elterminology and omposition by referene in UML [LAI 97, BOO 98, RUM 98, JAC 99℄.3The model desribes also the attributes, methods, messages, basi types, statements, ontrolstrutures . . . but this goes beyond the sope of this paper.Robert Chignoli, Pierre Cresenzo, Philippe Lahire 2



Customization of Links between Classesple to experiment new onepts (example: version-desription link) and test theirvalidity in order to make programming languages evolve. The three basi entitiesof the model are desribed in this setion. They provide a meta-programming layerand a ustomization interfae presented in setion 3.2.1 LinksThe �rst fundamental onept of the model is dealing with link-onepts. We usethe following terminology: a link-onept is an abstration of a kind of link in theobjet-oriented languages (an example of link-onept: the Java-like inheritane linkimplements; an example of link: the implements relationship between an interfaeand a Java lass). In the model, one may �nd the most ommon links of objet-oriented languages desribed under the form of a speialization tree (f. �gure 1page 3 whih shows some of these links). In order to be more preise, eah link-onept ould be, for instane, desribed by one lass in an implementation of themodel, and the ourrenes of this lass ould be links. In �gure 1, the speializationtree ould be desribed as an inheritane tree; the leaves, adapted to the desribedlanguage, would only be onrete lasses; for instane, the INHERITANCE leave woulddisappear, for Java, and would be replaed by IMPLEMENTS and EXTENDS. It is thesame for the desription-onept and the language-onept presented later. Wehave speial interest in the link between lasses, in partiular in the inheritane linkwhih we would like to express better aording to its use. We de�ned, for eahlink, the notions of soure-desription (the one whih desribes the link) and target-desription. For instane, aording to inheritane, the soure-desription is the heirand the target-desription is the anestor; for aggregation, the soure-desription isthe one whih delares an attribute (or a method parameter or . . . ) and the target-desription, the one whih desribes the type of this attribute. Aggregation andomposition4 are use links. Inheritane and ode reuse are onsidered as importlinks.
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Customization of Links between Classesthe links between objets do not belong to the sope of our researh, though theyould be desribed.2.2 DesriptionsThe modeling of the notion of desription is more traditional [GOL 89, KIC 91℄. Ourobjetive is to make several desription-onepts oexist with di�erent semantis.That means to handle some kind of interoperability (let us imagine a languagewhih provides desription-onepts of both Ei�el and C++) as well as to take intoaount languages suh as Java (in whih we desribe the notions of interfae andlass as two desription-onepts).Eah desription-onept de�nes a set of link-onepts it is ompatible with, andhandles their interations. It is at this level that are handled possible problemsrelated to the omposition of links oming from di�erent link-onepts. The mostwell-known example dealing with the problem of omposition of links highlights thefamous di�ulties of the multiple and repeated inheritane uses. For instane: Ei�elwould be desribed as one desription-onept and three link-onepts orrespondingto lient relationships, expansion and (multiple) inheritane.Finally, let us note the desription-onepts whih integrate the notion of gener-iity. The notion of type is also modelized. Eah desription desribes several or onlyone type, depending on whether it is generi or not. Some links, suh as inheritane,interat between types (through the intermediay of desriptions whih desribethese types), whereas others, suh as ode reuse, only take e�et in desriptions.2.3 LanguagesThe language-onept is an important and simple notion. It desribes, as is meantimpliitly by its name, a modelized language. Eah language inludes two ompo-nents:1. a set of desription-onepts2. a set of link-onepts, eah being ompatible with at least one of the seleteddesription-onepts.The set of link-onepts an either be dedued from the set of desription-onepts, or be de�ned expliitly; this possibly allows to redue, at this level, theompatibility rules desribed within eah desription-onept. For instane, in a lan-guage, one may wish to use the Ei�el desription-onept but without the ability touse the expansion link. Of ourse, only a restrition of the desription spei�ationsis allowed, but no extension.In the end, language modeling will allow to implement and ontrol the interop-erability between objets reated by di�erent language-onepts.3 Parameters and ationsWe have just desribed the basi entities of the model. Beause our goal is to providea ustomization of these onepts in suh a way that people may adapt them toRobert Chignoli, Pierre Cresenzo, Philippe Lahire 4



Customization of Links between Classesspei� ontexts or software engineering experienes, it is neessary to desribe theirsemantis. Our approah onsists in the development of operational semantis thatmay be adapted, to eah onept, thanks to a set of parameters guiding the exeutionof a system of ations. Eah onept (link-onept, desription-onept, language-onept) ontains parameters. Only the link-onepts and the desription-oneptshave ations and a protool to meta-program them. The meta-programmer's jobmay take two forms: he either gives a value to the parameters of eah onept5, orhe wishes to modify the semantis assoiated to at least one of its parameters. As faras the �rst ase is onerned, his job is �nished and this is one of the interests of ourapproah. As regards the seond ase, he has to rede�ne ations whose semantis donot �t him. First, we will present the meta-programming protool related to ations,and then, some of the parameters and ations attahed to desriptions or links andsome examples of ations. Finally, we will examine the levels of ustomization andthe omposition of links.3.1 Meta-programming ationsThe handling of ations follows a systemati protool instaured to make their useand handling easier. Any ation AC (examples: look_up, assign) is de�ned by thefollowing elements :� One boolean feature IS_AC_VALID omes true if AC orresponds to somesemantis in the urrent language-onept, otherwise it is false.� One feature AC6 desribes the implementation of the semantis related to AC.� As far as the ations dealing with links only are onerned, we have a set offeatures AC_L (where L is a letter) whih de�nes the steps orresponding toeah sub-behaviors for AC.� One set of features DEFAULT_AC_X (where X is an integer). It provides standardbehaviors for AC, DEFAULT_AC_0 desribing, most of the time, the behavior ofAC by default. This system may be extended to link ation sub-behaviors.3.2 Parameters and ations of linksWe all ation of link-onept any feature desribing an essential behavior of link-onepts. At present, we distinguish more than forty ustomizable ations for thelink-onept. From now on, as has been done in the title of this setion, we willlighten the explanation by talking of link ation instead of ation of link-onept.The seven ategories of parameters and ations dealing with links are feature look-up, semantis ontrol, feature-all handling, management of desription ourrenes(reation, removal and assignment), management of desription extensions, basioperations (opy, equality, . . . ) and adaptation lauses (renaming, rede�nition, re-moval, . . . detailed in the example, setion 4). The algorithm of this ation takes5A parameter is a value, examples: an integer, a boolean, a table, . . .6This feature is a routine (funtion or proedure) with or without parameters.Robert Chignoli, Pierre Cresenzo, Philippe Lahire 5



Customization of Links between Classesinto aount the value of link parameters in order to perform an ation whih issemantially valid : for instane, the look_up ation, whih searhes for the featureto be performed aording to the feature-all heks, among other things, if the linkallows polymorphism or not and in whih way(s).Link parameters provide the essential information in order to allow a properexeution of the ations; here are some of them:ardinality It desribes the link ardinality under the format 1� n whih meansthat the link an be reated between 1 soure-desription and n target-desriptions(n is the in�nite value or a onstant integer greater or equal to 1). For instane,a simple inheritane link will have the ardinality 1� 1 (eah desription aninherit from only one desription), whereas a multiple inheritane link will havethe ardinality 1�1 (eah desription an inherit from several desriptions).So that one will be able to limit the ardinality of an inheritane link (1� 3)that is to say to normalize the programming tasks within a development teamor an entire ompany7.irularity It desribes the ability to reate yles with the link: true meansthat yles are allowed, false means that they are prohibited. For instane,inheritane and omposition prohibit yles whereas aggregation often allowsit.polymorphism It indiates if polymorphism is allowed by the link and if so, in whihway it is possible. Let us take several examples: aggregation prohibits poly-morphism, speialization allows it in the soure-to-target way, generalizationallows it in the reverse way and we may imagine a version link whih allows itboth way.repetition It says if a repetition (diret or indiret) of a desription is allowed inthe soure-desription or in the target-desription.symmetry It says if it is a symmetrial link.opposite It desribes the opposite link if it exists. As far as we are onerned, thereis a di�erene between symmetry and an opposite link. A link is symmetrialif it provides a symmetrial semanti relationship. One may imagine a linklike is-a-kind-of for whih the target-desription and the soure-desription arethe terms of suh a symmetrial link. Besides, an opposite link de�nes anotherlink desribing some opposite semantis. For instane, a speialization link isthe opposite of a generalization link. These de�nitions lead us to say that asymmetrial link is its own opposite (link).The link-onepts may be desribed within two di�erent ontexts: a losed worldwhere they know about the desription-onepts whih are implemented (this is thease when a language is modelized); an open world where the desription-oneptsare not a priori known (for instane, when a library of link-onepts is implemented).Several parameters take this distintion of ontext into aount.7We design our links with an 1 � n ardinality but the model allows to generalize them intom� n.Robert Chignoli, Pierre Cresenzo, Philippe Lahire 6



Customization of Links between Classes3.3 Parameters and ations of a desriptionThe parameters and ations of desription-onept are, for the desriptions, theounterpart of the parameters and ations of links. We all a desription ation(in fat the ation of the desription-onept) a feature whih de�nes an essentialbehavior of a desription. There are by now more than forty ustomizable ations fora desription. The main situations that are taken into aount are, of ourse, loselyrelated to those handled by link ations, exept for the adaptation lauses that donot exist any longer. The ability of a desription to reate ourrenes, to handle itsextension and the set of link-onepts that are ompatible with it, represents threesigni�ant examples of desription parameters.3.4 Examples of ationsTo illustrate our remarks, here is �rst the ode (given here as a pseudo-ode)of the exeute desription ation desribing the exeution of a message m. It isthe shemati algorithm of a by-default behaviour. It is provided here to givean idea of the meta-programmation task whih is neessary when a by-defaultation does not �t. The ontrol of errors (of eah internal proedural or fun-tional all) is only introdued for ertain alls, i.e in this ase for the look_up andis_parameters_ompatible odes, to lighten the algorithm.We also have to add that all the routines alled by exeute are desription ationsthemselves and that they also have one or several standard behaviours (inludingone by default). In order to develop a meaningful example without any elements ofno use for the understanding, the ontext of these ations is the following :� The import graph is not ylial.� For the imported features, we only deal with renaming.� We only onsider the parameters of polymorphism.� The behaviour desribed below for the searh of a feature (look_up ation)in the import graph (dynami linking) is the following : we �rst searh inthe urrent feature, then in the urrent desription (these two operations arearried out by the math ation aording to ompatibility rules for polymor-phism, overloading, . . . ). If no feature happens to be found, we searh inthe target desriptions (for whih asendant polymorphism is allowed). If nofeature is found, we searh in the desription soures (for whih desendantpolymorphism is allowed). The �rst feature whih is found ompatible withthe message is onsidered as the one.proedure {ation of desription} exeute(m : MESSAGE)loal variablesp : FEATUREbeginp  NULL// Looking for the p feature whih orresponds to m// in the type hierarhy (taking into aount polymorphism parameters)p  look_up(m)Robert Chignoli, Pierre Cresenzo, Philippe Lahire 7



Customization of Links between Classesif p is not NULLthen// Evaluation of the effetive parametersparameters_evaluate(m)// Control of validity of the effetive parametersif is_parameters_ompatible(m, p)then// Attahement of the effetive parameters to the formal parametersattah_parameters(m, p)// Ations that should be performed before the one of pbefore_exeute(p)// Exeution of p (taking into aount parameters of m );// do_exeute oordinates the alls to the exeute link ationsdo_exeute(p)// Ations that should be performed after the one of pafter_exeute(p)// Un-attahment of the effetive parametersdetah_parameters(p)else// Handling of semantis errors (the parameters of m are not ompatible with p )endifelse// (m does not orrespond to any feature)endifendLet's have a look now at the look_up ation. We will deal �rst with the de-sription ation, then with an assoiated link ation alled look_up_up. Let's reallthat they are only examples, beause the searh for features an take various forms :the preedene list, the priority of ertain kinds of links, the order given by theprogrammer . . .funtion {ation of desription} look_up(m : MESSAGE) : FEATUREloal variablesp : FEATUREl : LISTi : IMPORT_LINKbeginp  NULL// Looking for a feature in the urrent desriptionp  math(m)if p is not NULL// nothing orresponds loallythen// Looking for a feature that ould be aessed through polymorphi harateristisl  list of all import links attahed to the urrent desriptioni  l.headwhile l is not empty and p is not NULL// Handling of the asendant polymorphism (to the targets)// with the use of a link parameterif it is polymorphi in the asendant waythenp  i.look_up_up(m)endifif p is NULLRobert Chignoli, Pierre Cresenzo, Philippe Lahire 8



Customization of Links between Classesthen// Handling of the desendant polymorphism (to the soures)// with the use of a link parameterif i is polymorphi in the desendant waythenp  i.look_up_down(m)endifendifl.nextend-whileendifreturn pendfuntion {ation of link} look_up_up(m : MESSAGE) : FEATUREloal variablesp : FEATUREl : LISTd : DESCRIPTIONn : MESSAGEbeginp  NULLl  list of all the target-desriptions of the urrent linkd  l.head// Looking for a feature that ould be aessed through a polymorphi harateristiswhile l is not empty and p is not NULL// Handling of a possible renaming made in d and dealing with mif there is a renaming of m made in dthenn  renaming of melsen  mendif// looking for (reursively, deeply first, through the all to the ation of the// look_up desription) the p feature of the d desriptionp  d.look_up(n)l.nextend-whilereturn pend3.5 Levels of ustomization and link ompositionAs far as ustomization levels are onerned, eah link parameter may be rede�nedat the levels of the desription-onept and the language-onept in order to favorreusability. Of ourse, in suh a ase, this rede�nition may only restrit the spe-i�ation given by the link itself. For instane: a multiple inheritane link may beused in order to desribe a simple inheritane link (by restriting its ardinality),but not the opposite. It would not be something like rede�ning in the sense of in-heritane, but rather introduing onstraints aording to the following rule. Theparameters of language prevail over those of desription whih also prevail over thoseof link. For instane: a given language-onept uses a given desription-onept butrestrits the multiple inheritane aepted by the latter to simple inheritane. It isRobert Chignoli, Pierre Cresenzo, Philippe Lahire 9



Customization of Links between Classesalso possible to onsider this parameter at the link level (whih are ourrenes oflink-onepts). So that, if the ardinality of a link-onept is 1 �1, the ardinal-ity of its ourrenes an be 1 � 3. This additional information allows us to makethe interoperability easier (for instane, an inheritane link 1 � 1 oming from amultiple inheritane link-onept is possibly ompatible with a simple inheritanelink-onept) and to provide integrity and onsisteny ontrols.The omposition-of-link problem ours when a desription-onept allows theuse of several link-onepts. We will present below four examples that may generateon�its, with some elements of solution. The approah to solve suh on�itsis always the same: problems between link-onepts are solved by the ations ofdesription whereas the internal problems of link-onept are solved by the ationsof link.1. Inheritane and aggregation: For instane, in the Ei�el language, it ispossible to hide some features in the heirs of a desription whih delaresthem as exported. This is an example whih demonstrates that interationfailities also exist between use (aggregation) and importation (inheritane).The implementation of this in�uene between links is made through the useof an ation from importation links whih allows to hide a feature (hide).2. Multiple inheritane: Our model allows two kinds of multiple inheritanemodeling. The �rst and easiest one is the diret use of a multiple inheritanelink (ardinality to 1 �1) whih takes are of possible on�it problems.The seond solution onsists in the use of several simple inheritane links(ardinality to 1�1) and in solving the on�its at the level of the look_updesription ation thanks to the ations of link (adaptation lause). We re-ommend the exlusive use of the �rst solution beause it is more natural fromthe point of view of modelization and it is easier to implement.3. Inheritane and sub-typing: A desription is set as heir (in the ommonsense of inheritane) and sub-type (this is a more restritive link than inher-itane) of a same other desription8. These desription ations are the oneswhih must remove ambiguities. Sub-typing being more restritive than in-heritane, the semantis of sub-typing are the ones that must be taken intoaount in those ations.4. Speialization and generalization: These two links are a priori not om-patible: that is to say they should not link, in the same way, two desriptions.Besides, they an be onsidered as inverse.4 One example: a ode reuse linkWe have hosen to present only elements of one solution9 to the following problem:we wish to experiment the integration of a ode reuse link (for instane materializedby the keyword reuses) in the Java language. This is an import link whih will be8Let us forget about the reasons of suh a programming hoie that may be a priori surprising.9A full solution an be modeled.Robert Chignoli, Pierre Cresenzo, Philippe Lahire 10



Customization of Links between Classesadded to those desribing interfae inheritane (implements) and lass inheritane(extends). Its aim is to allow a desription to pik up a soure ode from anotherdesription. The interest of suh a link learly appears in the framework of softwareengineering. It is a question of better expressing what the programmer intends todo in his onern to get ontrol, readability, maintainability and doumentation inorder to improve the produed software quality.Without reuses, the ode reuse may be ahieved, either through inheritane oraggregation, and we do not question it. We only wish to demonstrate that an adho link would be better. Let us imagine an A lass that inludes, among others, aP feature that we want to reuse within another B lass.4.1 Code reuse through aggregationAn attribute Handle of the A type in B is reated. There an be some drawbaks tothis method:� Handle hasn't got any meaning from the point of view of modeling.� Handle underlines a systemati indiretion for reusing the ode of P, it willalways be neessary to all o.Handle.P().� It will be neessary that eah lass, whih is a lient of B, either expliitly allsHandle (implementation is not hidden to the lient), or that B enapsulatesthe all to Handle.P() in a new feature (additional ode).� It is neessary to manage Handle: reation, initialization, life, destrution,memory freeing, . . .4.2 Code reuse through inheritaneB inherits from A. There are some drawbaks to this method:� If P is private (private), it is not possible to reuse its ode beause privatefeatures are not inherited10.� Polymorphism is possible11 between A and B but is meaningless.� B is a sub-type of A, yet this is false.� All the ourrenes of B (and of all its sub-types) are also ourrenes of A,whih makes the management of lass extensions wrong.� As there is only a simple lass inheritane, B annot inherit anymore.10To deide whether it is right or not to wish to reuse a private feature will not be debated here.11To say that it is possible omes to say that it is out of ontrol exept with a prohibitive overost(for instane: some spei� ode that may sometimes need aess to the meta-level [interpreter,ompiler, . . . ℄).
Robert Chignoli, Pierre Cresenzo, Philippe Lahire 11



Customization of Links between Classes4.3 Code reuse through an ad ho linkAbout the link that we are desribing, we propose to implement suh a ode reusefaility without the drawbaks that we have mentioned above. No omposition withuse links suh as aggregation is neessary. The omposition with the other importlinks is straightforward beause ode reuse has no in�uene on types and is om-patible with everything. We an demonstrate this through the desription of someexamples of ations and parameters assoiated to links (we only present the mostsigni�ant ones) that the meta-programmer has to de�ne in order to implement suha link. In addition to one's interest in a spei� link for readability, maintainabilityand ontrol, one may �nd huge advantages when the linked desriptions evolve (fora new version of appliation or library, for instane). Indeed, a better spei�ationallows programming environments to better adapt their behavior so that they mayassist the programmer.Parametersardinality The ardinality of this link is 1�1.irularity Nothing prevents this link from being yli.polymorphism No polymorphism is allowed with suh a link. Besides, as animport link, this is one of its partiularities.repetition It does not ause any problem.symmetry This link is not symmetrialopposite In the present ontext, no inverse link is deteted.rename To rename features is allowed.redefine To rede�ne features (signature, assertions or body) is prohibited(originality in relation to inheritane).remove Feature removal does not underline any problem, thanks to the ab-sene of polymorphism (originality in relation to inheritane).abstrat It onsists in making one routine abstrat and this is prohibited:abstrating one feature (that is to say lose its body) in a ode reuse linkhas no interest (originality in relation to inheritane).hide Hiding (whih means to make a feature private and therefore not toexport it anymore through the desription interfae � of its import links)is allowed without any onstraint.. . .The parameters mentioned above guide the exeution of the following ationsfor the link-onept that are being de�ned. Therefore the meta-programmermay rede�ne these ations in order to make them evolve or to modify theirsemantis or else, to take into aount some situations not solved by the model.AtionsRobert Chignoli, Pierre Cresenzo, Philippe Lahire 12



Customization of Links between Classesmath It heks the validity of a feature thanks to a look-up based on itsname, the number and types of its parameters, the presene or abseneof returned values, . . .look_up It implements feature searhes (it may use math to ahieve its ob-jetive). Beause of the absene of rede�nition, abstration or seletionlauses, it is muh more simple than the inheritane one. Of ourse ituses the value of polymorphism. It an be broken up into two sub-ationsi.e. look_up_up and look_up_down for the asendant searhes and thedesendant searhes respetively.type_onformane Two types are ompatible only if the two types are stritlyidential (another e�et of the absene of polymorphism).assign It heks the validity of an assignment, then makes the attahmentof the objet in several steps: the evaluation of the right term of the as-signment (soure), the aess to the left term of the assignment (target),the type ompatibility ontrol (muh more simple beause of the abseneof polymorphism), the attahment of the soure to the �eld whih or-responds to the target (objet or routine in ase of a loal variable), themanagement of persistent objets may also be taken into aount . . .. . .4.4 SummaryWe have demonstrated, in this example, that suh an approah was possible toimplement. The newly de�ned link-onept allows to provide a soure ode reusein Java without the drawbaks of both aggregation and inheritane. The meta-programmer's task onsists mainly in reating one link-onept, in giving a valueto eah parameter, then in integrating a new link-onept into the java-lassdesription-onept. By default, the ations of desription take into aount theparameters of link, so that the integration of a new link is made easier.Here is below what our example written aording to an extended Java syntaxould look like. We ould therefore hoose to add a keyword reuses followed by a listof signatures of features (i.e the name of the routine, then the type of its parametersin brakets), then by the keyword from, then by the name of the target lass. We donot onsider the type of what is returned by the features in this signature beauseit does not present any possible ambiguity in Java. Besides showing the alreadymentionned A and B lasses, we propose to add a C lass in order to give a moresigni�ant piture of our approah.publi lass A {publi void P() {...}...}publi lass Breuses P() from A {Robert Chignoli, Pierre Cresenzo, Philippe Lahire 13



Customization of Links between Classespubli int R(String name, double[℄ data) {...P();...}publi void S(int i) {...}...}publi lass Creuses R(String, double[℄), S(int) from B {...}5 ConlusionIn this paper, we �rst presented the outline of a model to ustomize the links be-tween lasses by de�ning the onepts of link, desription and language. Then,we presented the system of parameters and ations assoiated to the heart of themodel, and �nally we developed an example of use link whih shows, from our pointof view, the interest of a mehanism whih allows to better speify the links betweendesriptions within objet-oriented languages based on lasses.We are now interesting ourselves in the spei�ation of parameters de�ning lan-guage and in an extension of Java whih allows to use, within a program, new typesof link (we will start by adding the ode reuse link desribed above). This will leadto the development of an ad ho programming system whih provides a test plat-form for the modi�ation and the addition of links between desriptions: our studyis turned towards a pre-proessor of extended�Java generating pure Java. Finally,we will study a persisteny servie [CAP 99a, CAP 99b℄ whih relies on this modeland uses for itself link information to better manage persisteny if neessary. Thisservie will lead to build up the set of parameters that we have de�ned in order totake into aount spei� problems of persisteny.Referenes[ARN 98℄ K. Arnold and J. Gosling. The Java Programming Language. SeondEdition, Sun Mirosystems, The Java Series, September 1998.[BOO 98℄ G. Booh, I. Jaobson and J. Rumbaugh. The Uni�ed ModelingLanguage User Guide. The Addison-Wesley Objet Tehnology Series, Otober1998.[CAP 99a℄ A. Capouillez. ROOPS : un servie de persistane paramétrable pourOFL. Rapport de Reherhe 99-14 et Rapport de stage de DEA, LaboratoireInformatique, Signaux et Systèmes de Sophia Antipolis, juin 1999.Robert Chignoli, Pierre Cresenzo, Philippe Lahire 14



Customization of Links between Classes[CAP 99b℄ A. Capouillez. ROOPS : un servie paramétrable de persistane pourOFL. Rapport de Reherhe 99-15 et Rapport de stage d'ESSI 3, LaboratoireInformatique, Signaux et Systèmes de Sophia Antipolis, septembre 1999.[CHI 95℄ S. Chiba. A Metaobjet Protool for C++. OOPSLA'95 ACM Conferenevolume 30, 1995.[CHI 96℄ R. Chignoli, P. Cresenzo and P. Lahire. An extensible environ-ment for views in Ei�el. Researh Report 96-53, Laboratory Informatique, Sig-naux et Systèmes de Sophia Antipolis, November 1996.[CHI 97℄ R. Chignoli, P. Cresenzo et P. Lahire. Liens entre lasses dansles objet-oriented languages. Rapport de Reherhe 97-22, Laboratoire Infor-matique, Signaux et Systèmes de Sophia Antipolis, juillet 1997.[CHI 99a℄ R. Chignoli, P. Cresenzo and P. Lahire. OFL: An Open ObjetModel based on Class and Link Semantis Customization. Researh Report 99-08, Laboratory Informatique, Signaux et Systèmes de Sophia Antipolis, Marh1999.[CHI 99b℄ R. Chignoli, P. Cresenzo et P. Lahire. OFL : une mahinevirtuelle objet �exible pour la gestion d'objets persistants et mobiles. Rapportde Reherhe 99-09, Laboratoire Informatique, Signaux et Systèmes de SophiaAntipolis, mars 1999.[CHI 99℄ R. Chignoli, P. Cresenzo et P. Lahire. Un modèle de paramétragedes liens entre lasses. Rapport de Reherhe 99-13, Laboratoire Informatique,Signaux et Systèmes de Sophia Antipolis, août 1999.[CLA 97℄ G. Clavel, N. Mirouze, E. Pihon et M. Soukal. Java : la syn-thèse. Masson, 1997.[COP 92℄ J. O. Coplien. Programmation avanée en C++ : styles et idiomes.Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1992.[DUC 98℄ R. Duournau, J. Euzenat, G. Masini et A. Napoli. Langageset modèles à objets : état des reherhes et perspetives. INRIA Colletiondidatique, juillet 1997.[GOL 89℄ A. Goldberg and D. Robson. Smalltalk-80: the Language. Addison-Wesley, 1989.[GOL 98℄ M. Golm and J. Kleinöder. metaXa and the Future of Re�exion.UTCCP Report 98-4, 1998.[JAC 99℄ I. Jaobson, G. Booh and J. Rumbaugh. Uni�ed Software Devel-opment Proess. The Addison-Wesley Objet Tehnology Series, January 1999.[KIC 91℄ G. Kizales, J. des Rivières, and D.Bobrow The Art of the Metaob-jet Protool. MIT Press, 1991.Robert Chignoli, Pierre Cresenzo, Philippe Lahire 15
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